The notions of unitary divisor and biunitary divisor are extended in a natural fashion to give k-ary divisors, for any natural number k . We show that we may sensibly allow k to increase indefinitely, and this leads to infinitary divisors. The infinitary divisors of an integer are described in full, and applications to the obvious analogues of the classical perfect and amicable numbers and aliquot sequences are given.
Introduction
A divisor d of a natural number n is unitary if the greatest common divisor of d and n/d is 1, and is biunitary if the greatest common unitary divisor of d and n/d is 1. Unitary and biunitary divisors have been studied by several authors, often in terms analogous to those of the classical perfect and amicable numbers. Among these writers are E. Cohen [2] , Hagis [4] [5] [6] , Lai [7] , Subbarao and Warren [9] , Suryanarayana [11] (see also [12] ) and Wall [15, 16] .
It is easily seen that, for a prime power py, the unitary divisors are 1 and py , and the biunitary divisors are all the powers 1, p , p , ... , py, except for py when y is even.
There is no difficulty in extending this notion. Thus we may call d a triunitary divisor of n if the greatest common biunitary divisor of d and n/d is 1. We soon calculate that the triunitary divisors of py are 1 and py , except if y = 3 or 6; those of p axe 1, p, p , and p ; and those of p axe 1, p , p and p . In this way, we may also define 4-ary divisors, 5-ary divisors, and so on. We shall speak in general of k-axy divisors. The lack of a pattern in the list of k-axy divisors of p} (for small values of k, not 1 or 2, and y ) would have inhibited a study of these. But as we increase k, in fact a very striking pattern begins to appear. Figure 1 shows the k-axy divisors of p> for k = 1, 2, ..., 6, and 0 < y < 30. The asterisks indicate those values of x for which px is a k-axy divisor of py . Figure 2 is the same for k = 19 and 20, and 0 < y < 80. We notice that for small values of y, to be characterized later, the k-axy divisors remain fixed. The pattern for large y is also fixed, and depends on whether k is odd or even. Finally, in Figure 3 , we show the 100-ary divisors of py for 0 < y < 120. 100-ary divisors Figure 3 License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
The pattern of divisors for the small values of y would now appear to be established, whatever the value of k, and it is these which we shall be calling infinitary divisors. Note that the figure shows some collapse in the pattern for y > 100. The last (decimal) digit of x, where px is a 100-ary divisor of py, is shown in this figure, so that the actual divisors may be read off; this will be useful later.
The pattern indicated by Figure 3 has the distinct appearance of a fractal. It may be compared with Sierpiñski's "arrowhead" or "gasket" (Mandelbrot [8] ). See also Sved [13] , where the same fractal appears, also in a number-theoretic setting.
The pictures would appear to be worth a thousand words. The first aim of this paper is to describe this unexpected pattern in terms of our definition of k-axy divisors.
Infinitary divisors of prime powers
In the following, all letters denote nonnegative integers, with p reserved for an arbitrary prime. To put the above on a formal footing, we begin with For convenience, we shall call d a 0-ary divisor of n if d\n. We write d\kn to indicate that d is a k-axy divisor of n , and (/, m)k for the greatest common k-axy divisor of / and m . It has become common to write d\\n in place of d\xn.
It should be mentioned that different generalizations of unitary divisor have been given by Suryanarayana [10] (who also used the term "/c-ary divisor") and Alladi [1] .
The following observations are immediate and will be used later without special reference.
(i) For any n , \\kn .
(ii) px\kpy means (px ,py~x)k_x = 1 .
(iii) px\kpy if and only if py~x\kpy .
The permanency of the pattern for the early k-axy divisors of py , described in § 1, is accounted for in Theorem 1. For k > y -1 > 0, px\kpy if and only if px\ xpy .
Proof. The proof is by induction. The result is true when y = 1, since 1 \kp for all k . We suppose now that it is true for y < Y -1, and consider y = Y. For k = Y -1, there is nothing to prove, so we suppose also that the result is true for Y -1 < k < K -1, and consider k = K. We are justified now in making the following Definition 2. We call px an infinitary divisor of py (y > 0) if px\v_xpy . We also define 1 to be an infinitary divisor of 1.
We write px\00py when px is an infinitary divisor of py (and px \ 00py
when it is not), and (p1, p1)^ for the greatest common infinitary divisor of p' and pJ .
Theorem 2. We have px\00Py if and only if (px , py~x)00 -1 ■
Proof. This is trivially true if y = 0 or 1, and generally if x = 0 or x -y, so assume now that y > 2 and that 1 < x < y -1. Then x -1 < y -2 and y -x -i < y -2. If px t "y , then px \ y_ xpy , so (px , Py~x)y_2 = pa > \.
Then pa\v_2px, so that, by Theorem 1, p"\x_xpx ; similarly, pa\v_x_xpy~x .
But then p"\00px and pa\00py~x , so (p'v, py~x)00 > p" > 1 • For the converse, we assume that (px, py~x)ao = P > 1 and essentially reverse the preceding argument. D
The theorems and corollaries which follow will lead to the complete characterization of the infinitary divisors of py . The pattern of Figure 3 (excluding the top nineteen lines) will thus be fully described, although the characterization we end with, in Theorem 8, will lead to a more efficient means of constructing tables of infinitary divisors. Proof. Using Definition 2, we have pl^p1 and p \ ^p". Also, using Theorem 2, we have, for y > 3 ,
The result follows. D Theorem 4. If y is even and px\00py , then x is even.
Proof. Suppose x is odd. Then y -x is also odd and, using Theorem 3, Proof. This is immediate. D Corollary 2. For 0 < k < 2J, P^^p2'^ \for 2J < k < 2j+l, p2' \00p2'+k .
Proof. The first statement follows from Corollary 1 since, for these k, Proof. We have P2 \ooPy *=> (P2 ' P'~2 )oo = l ^^ P2 ^oc,Py~ ( by Corollary 1)
where / is chosen to be the largest integer such that y -2J+ll > 2J. Then 2J < y -2J+[l < 2' + 2J+l , and the result follows from Corollary 2. D
The remainder of the identification process for infinitary divisors is carried out mainly in terms of the binary representations of the exponents on the prime p. We write a binary representation in general fashion as \^q2} ; the sum is finite, j > 0, each q. is 0 or 1, and trailing zeros are allowed where required. A little reflection gives us the following alternative statement of Theorem 7. Proof. Assume px\CX)Py~ ■ Since 2" < y < 2a+i , Theorem l' implies that p2 \00py , so py~2 \00py , and so px\00py , by Theorem 9.
Now put x = ¿Zx^ and y -2a -x = £ z,-2J. We have x < y -2a < Proof. Since y -2a < x < 2a , we also have y-2a<y-x<2a. Then, putting x = J2X:2J and y -x = J2 zj2> > we mav assume in each sum that j < a -1.
Put also y = y]y,2"'. If x,z. = 0 for all /, then y, = x, + z¡ for all /, and it is impossible to have ya -1,, which we require since 2a < y < 2a+ . Hence The simplest means of constructing the Sierpiñski arrowhead is by means of Pascal's triangle, where only the parity of the binomial coefficients need be noted (Sved [13] ). This gives immediately the following unexpected characterization of infinitary divisors. Theorem 12. We have px\00Py if and only if (yx) is odd.
Infinitary divisors of integers
The simplest and quickest way to introduce infinitary divisors in general is as follows. We write dl^n if d is an infinitary divisor of n . A more fundamental approach, parallel to what has been done for prime powers, would be to write, say, h(n) = maxy, /II« and to define d to be an infinitary divisor of n if d\h,n)_xn . It could then be shown that d\kn for any k > h(n) -1 and after some work we would obtain the result assumed by Definition 3. Conversely, the results just alluded to can be shown to be a consequence of our definition.
Functions of infinitary divisors
We denote the number of infinitary divisors of n by t («) and their sum by <r (/i). Essentially the same discussion as that for the example following Theorem 11 gives us The terms in the sum, after the product on the right is multiplied out, are the infinitary divisors of p The functions t^ and a^ axe easily seen to be multiplicative, so general expressions for t^n) and o^n) may be written down with the aid of Theorem 13.
Infinitary perfect and multiperfect numbers
We define an integer n to be infinitary perfect if o^n) -2« and infinitary multiperfect if u^ffl) = sn for some s > 2 .
It is apparent from Theorem 13 that for values of n which are not, to take the extreme case, products of powers of primes of the form p , there is generally a rich algebraic factorization of o^n), so that more freedom is to be expected in searching for infinitary perfect numbers than is the case for k-axy perfect numbers for particular (small) k . (We say n is k-axy perfect if the sum of all k-axy divisors of « is 2n .) The only biunitary perfect numbers are 6, 60, and 90 (Wall [15] ) and only five unitary perfect numbers are known (Wall [16] ). Assuming the validity of the pomments following the statement of Definition 3, it will be observed, for example, that the last of the above numbers is k-axy perfect for all k > 11 . There is no prize for finding further examples of infinitary multiperfect numbers. The above examples are all even: a simple adjustment of the proof of Theorem 1 in Hagis [6] shows that there are no odd infinitary multiperfect numbers. We conjecture further that there are no infinitary multiperfect numbers not divisible by 3.
It is not difficult to devise methods of generating new infinitary multiperfect numbers from known ones. The following are two results in this direction. Despite the apparent ease of finding infinitary multiperfect numbers, it seems to be difficult to show that all such numbers of a desired shape have been found. We do not know, for example, if there are any infinitary perfect numbers divisible by 8 but not 16. We can, however, prove Case 2: m -5aq , where q is a prime, not 2 or 5. By Theorem 13, (1) must take one of the following forms:
(5a+l)(<7''+l)(/+l) = 8-5a"y+rf, fl>l,rf>c>l,
If (2) holds, then 5a + q +1 = 3-5a~'<? , and so, since a > 1 , q =-¡-< 3.
3-5a-'-l" Then q = 3 and, from (2), a = 1 . We thus obtain the solution n = 223 ■ 5 = 60, and this is the only solution to arise this way. A more general notion is that of an infinitary aliquot sequence {n }°^0 : given the "leader" n0 , we define n-, for j > 1, by «. = (r0O(nJ_l) -«•_, . An infinitary aliquot cycle of order r is a subsequence nk , nk+x, ... , nk+r_x with the property that nk+r = nk . Such cycles of order 1 are infinitary perfect numbers, and cycles of order 2 are infinitary amicable pairs.
A computer run, in which each integer less than 10 was considered in turn as leader, found 62 infinitary amicable pairs, eight infinitary aliquot cycles of order 4, three of order 6, and one of order 11. These are all given below. In this search, there were 36172 infinitary aliquot sequences whose eventual behavior was unknown in that a term of the sequence exceeded the imposed bound of 1 2 9-10 .Of the remaining sequences, many terminated in cycles with smallest member greater than 10 . There was no systematic search for these, so they are not listed, but the longest observed infinitary aliquot cycle was of order 23 and had smallest member 12647808. The computations showed that there are no other cycles of order less than 17 which have smallest member less than 106.
Most of the theorems of Hagis [4, 6] concerned with the corresponding notions for unitary and biunitary divisors may be easily adjusted to apply also to infinitary divisors. These give means of obtaining new amicable pairs and aliquot cycles from known ones. A survey of the extensive literature on the corresponding topic for ordinary and unitary divisors will be found in Guy [3] .
The following is a list of all infinitary amicable pairs with smaller member 
